ABSTRACT Predicting user response is one of the core machine learning tasks in recommender systems (RS). The matrix factorization (MF)-based model has been proved to be a useful tool to improve the performance of recommendation. Many existing matrix factorization-based models mainly rely on adding some side information into basic MF to enable the model to fully express the data. However, most of the side information is measured based on the statistics or empirical formula. Also, the latent features of side information cannot be deeply mined. In this paper, we focus on mining the influence of field information (useful side information) to improve the performance of prediction. Based on the MF framework, we propose a field-aware matrix factorization (FMF) model. In FMF, the interactions between user/item and field can be captured and learned in the latent vector spaces. We propose efficient implementations to train FMF. Then, we comprehensively analyze FMF and compare this model with the state-of-the-art models. The analysis of experiments on two large data sets demonstrates that our method is very useful in RS.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recommender Systems (RS) are computer applications and techniques for recommending specific items that may meet users' preference [1] , [2] . Related recommendation techniques have been widely studied in researching communities of information retrieval [3] , [4] , machine learning [5] - [8] and data mining [9] - [11] . Among these approaches, the matrix factorization based models have attracted a lot of attention in the past decades. That is because upon most occasions, a user's preference (e.g., rating) about an item can be easily represented by the past user-item rating history matrix. Moreover, as a model-based approach, the matrix factorization based models can solve the limitations and disadvantages, such as data sparsity and cold start problem, to some extent by using the machine learning thought. In RS, ratings can be regarded as the most obvious explicit information, which can reflect users' interest in items. These ratings are filled into a big sparse matrix with one dimension representing users and one dimension representing items. Matrix factorization algorithm decompose the user-item matrix into a user latent factor matrix and an item latent factor matrix by using machine learning techniques. Finally, the learned two lowdimensional matrices will be utilized to predict the unknown ratings and to make recommendations.
Due to the data sparsity, dimension reduction technique in matrix factorization is able to improve model's ability of generalization. Therefore, it's easy to add various modeling elements and side information into the framework of MF. And these side information enables the model to fully express data. Over the past decades, plenty of previous research papers have been published to enhance the recommendation accuracy through incorporating some side information, e.g. social relations, into basic matrix factorization based models [1] , [12] - [14] . However, there are some important limitations that should not be neglected, including: (1) Most of side information are measured based on statistics or empirical formula; (2) Trust/Distrust or social relations are mined according to similarity calculation, that is to say, these side information are directly defined before optimizing the objective function. We can get the conclusion that unstable data noise has existed before processing the optimization-based framework for MF. (3) field information is rarely considered, (4) all the side information are added into the regularization term to optimize the objective function, but the latent features of side information cannot be deeply mined. The machine learning method provides us a new point of view to solve the limitations of the method based on MF mentioned above. All the side information is not necessarily defined in a direct way. Learning the effect of side features seems to be crucial for MF based recommendations. Inspired by the machine learning method. We will pay attention to learn the influence of field information (one of side information) in this paper.
Considering the case of field features (most elements in recommender systems are either belonging to some fields or can be made to belong to some fields through discretization.) to answer the question that why mining the influence of field information is so important to improve recommendation. Here we give an illustration using the data set in Table 1 . For most movie data sets like that in table 1, ''movies'' can be grouped in to ''fields.'' In the example, five different ''movies'' belong to three ''fields'' and five different ''users'' belong to three ''latent fields.'' For different users, speaking from experience, they may rate a same movie with different tastes. This assumption means different users' behaviors may be reflected by different latent factors or latent fields. More specifically, reconsidering the example in Table 1 , users ''Dustin'' and ''Jack'' have watched and rated all the five movies. The phenomenon shows that ''Dustin'' and ''Jack'' belong to the same latent field, they love all kinds of movies and they have the same tastes. Different from ''Dustin,'' user Tom has watched and rated two romance movies ''Roman Holiday'' and ''Titanic,'' which means ''Tom'' belongs to another latent field, he has a passion for romantic movies. All the users and movies can be analyzed in a similar way. Field-aware MF proposed in this paper is a variant of MF that utilizes the field information. In traditional matrix factorization, the predicted rating R(Abby, Titanic)can be learned by dotting latent vector U(Abby) and V(Titanic). Both U(Abby) and V(Titanic) are single latent vectors related to user ''Abby'' and movie ''Titanic.'' In this paper, considering the latent influence of fields, we seek to learn a set of latent vectors related to fields. Let's take the movie ''Home Alone'' for example, the learned latent vector will be V(Home Alone), (related latent field). For more details, please see section 4.
Our work significantly departs from previous works on definition or consistency analysis of social relations or trust/distrust information, and aims to effectively learn field information in matrix factorization for effective recommendation. In this paper, we propose a matrix factorization based model to learn the latent connections between fields and users or items. Main work and results of this paper are the followings:
• The field-aware matrix factorization learns the latent connections between users/items and the related fields.
• The field-aware matrix factorization is the promotion of basic matrix factorization.
• The field-aware matrix factorization is used on preference prediction problem. We conduct experiments to seek out the difference in terms of recommendation accuracy.
• The field-aware matrix factorization is a machine learning model. We present methods for training the proposed model to solve the optimization problem. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 includes a brief description of previous related work. Section 3 describes the traditional matrix factorization model. Section 4 presents the proposed field-aware matrix factorization model, in which the influence of field information is considered. Section 5 describes the evaluation procedure, and provides encouraging results. Finally, Section 6 gives conclusions and outlook for further research in this area.
II. RELATED WORK AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS WORK
In this section, we review several popular previous RS approaches, inspired by which we construct our model, including: (1) matrix factorization based methods and (2) field-aware factor models.
A. MATRIX FACTORIZATION BASED METHODS
Normally, the matrix factorization based methods always utilize the observed user-item rating information to train a predefined learning model. The user-item matrix will be factorized into two low-dimensional matrices, and the two low-dimensional matrices which have been learned can be employed to make further predictions. Due to its efficiency in handling very huge datasets, matrix factorization-based methods have become one of the most popular models among the model-based methods, for example, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) model [15] , [16] , Matrix Factorization (MF) [17] - [19] , Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (PMF) [7] , [20] - [22] and Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [23] , [24] are all very effective matrix VOLUME 6, 2018 factorization based methods. The SVD model is a powerful technical of dimensionality reduction. PMF is a probabilistic linear model with Gaussian observation noise, which models the rating matrix as a product of two low-rank matrices (users and items). Probabilistic Sparse Matrix Factorization (PSMF) [25] , Bayesian Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (BPMF) [7] , [26] , and General Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (GPMF) [27] are all the effective probabilistic models. Non-negative Matrix Factorization [24] (NMF) is also called non-negative matrix approximation, which is greatly developed by Lee and Seung. In NMF model, the original rating matrix is factorized into two matrices, with the property that all values of the three matrices are no-negative.
Those methods assume that user preferences can be modeled by only a small number of latent factors. Specifically, in the basic form of matrix factorization, the latent features of user and item can be modeled by factorizing the initial rating matrix into two low-dimensional user-specific and itemspecific matrices. The way to learn a proper lower dimensional feature space and to catch the latent factors are the key problems of those methods. However, the latent connections between different fields of different users or items is difficult for traditional matrix models to learn because each learned latent user-specific or item-specific factor is only concerned with user or item itself. Therefore, in this paper, we expand the range of latent factors to catch latent connections between fields and items/users.
Although particular matrix factorization based models are able to generate high-quality recommendations, these approaches also suffer from the data sparsity problem in real-world scenarios and fail to address users who rated only a few items. In order to overcome these limitations, many previous literatures try to compensate for the lack of information in the rating matrix with other sources of side information, such as trust and distrust relations [28] , [29] or social regularization [13] , [30] . More specifically, users generally tend to connect with other users due to some commonalities they share, often reflected in similar interests. Moreover, in many real-life applications it may be the case that only social information about certain users is available while interaction data between the items and those users has not yet been observed yet. We note that all these methods are MF-based methods which employ only heuristic algorithms to handle the side information. All the mentioned side information will be added into the regularization term to optimize the objective function. However, the inner relations between user-item matrix and side related information have not been studied systematically, especially in a machine learning method. Because these methods need to calculate the pairwise user similarities and pairwise user trust scores based on statistic data. It is worth noting that seldom model pay attention to catch the influence of field information (side information for the initial rating matrix). In this paper, we propose a novel field-aware model to catch the influence of field information. The model is a matrix factorization based method and the field information will reflect a latent connection between field and the related items or users.
B. FIELD-AWARE FACTOR MODEL
Factorization Machine (FM) [31] , [32] is a generic method, which can mimic most of factorization models just using feature engineering. In FM, the interactions between categorical variables are modeled and learned by applying factorization approaches. All useful feature information can be directly incorporated into the model, FM learns the effect of feature conjunction by factorizing it into a product of two latent vectors, then FM can be regarded as an extension of MF in the point of feature engineering. As generic approaches, both MF and FM lack detailed discussion on catching field information. By considering field information, an effective solution called Pairwise Interaction Tensor Factorization (PITF) is proposed in [33] . In PITF model, they assume three available fields including User, Item, and Tag, and factorize (User, Item), (User, Tag), and (Item, Tag) in separate latent spaces. Because PITF is limited to three specific fields, [34] generalize PITF for more fields and effectively apply it on POI prediction. However, both [33] and [34] learn field feature in separate matrix space. The internal connections between fields cannot be effectively captured. By using the ''field'' concept for reference, Field-aware Factorization Machine (FFM) is proposed in [35] , which has been used to win two click-through rate prediction competitions hosted by Criteo and Avazu. Essentially, FFM is a variant of FM that utilizes field information. In FFM, features of the property can be grouped into ''fields.'' Ech feature has several latent vectors. Depending on the field of other features, one of them is used to do the inner product. FFM can be treated as an efficiently tool on CTR prediction problem.
All the mentioned MF, PITF and FFM greatly motivates us to model the field feature relations into MF approach of RS. In our paper, the proposed FMF model is also the variant of MF that that utilizes field information, and it will be used to solve the rating prediction problem.
III. MATRIX FACTORIZATION FRAMEWORK
In this section, we will introduce the basic MF model and show how it works. What's more, we will clearly analyze why we can be inspired by the idea of basic MF.
Usually, the behaviors of users can be modeled in a big user-item matrix. Supposeing in a user-item rating matrix R m×n , S = {s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , . . . , s n } stands for a set of n users (n rows of matrix R) and I = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i m } stands for a set of m items (m columns of matrix R). R i,j represent the rating value of user i for item j. The matrix was very sparse in most cases. So there are a mass of missing values in R. The problem we study in this paper is how to predict the missing values for the users effectively and efficiently by employing the initial user-item rating matrix. The method of MF to recommender system is to factorize the user-item matrix R to two low-dimensional matrices U n×f and V f ×m , Where U n×f and V f ×m stand for user-latent and item-latent matrices, respectively, and f is f -dimensional specific potential feature of user and item, usually, f << n, m. We define the predicted matrixR can be computed by dotting the two learned latent matrices U and V , (i.e.,R n×m = U n×f V f ×m ,R n×m ≈ R n×m ), then the missing values of R can be filled byR in every training iteration.
For user i and item j, the user-item interaction is modeled as an inner product in latent factor space, i.e.,R ij = U i · V j . Accordingly, each user i is associated with a latent vector U i and each item j is associated with a latent vector V j . The elements of U i will control the extent of interest the user i has in items that are high on the corresponding factors, positively or negatively, the elements of V j will control the extent to which the item j possesses those factors, again, positively or negatively. More specifically, for the given user i, his latent features can be learned and represented by a latent vector U i with dimension f , for a given item j, its latent features can be learned and represented by a latent vector V j , the dot product U i · V j captures the interaction between user i and item j -user i s interest for item j. All the mentioned phenomenon inspired us that if we expand the scope of the subjects being analyzed (i.e., more than just users and items), we may obtain more information in the latent space and capture deeper interaction between subjects.
In matrix factorization, the major challenge is to learn the latent matrix U and V , respectively. First of all, the factorization system minimizes the regularized squared error on the set of known ratings, the object function is given as:
where • is the Frobenius norm of a matrix, that is,
terms. The parameters λ U and λ V are regularizing coefficients for U and V respectively, which are used to prevent over-fitting. Stochastic gradient decent is an effective method and then utilized to optimize Eq.(1). For this traditional MF problem, each desired element is obtained via the following training process:
Where ∂ is the corresponding learning-rate. U ik denotes the corresponding entry(rating) of U at row i and column k, V kj denotes the corresponding rating of V at row k and column j. As mentioned before, these two parameters actually denote the kth latent feature of user s i and the kth latent feature of item i j , respectively.
IV. FIELD-AWARE MATRIX FACTORIZATION A. MODEL
The idea of FMF originates from MF, FFM and PITF, which are described in section 2. In PITF, three efficient fields including user, item and tag are considered in the model. Then each pairwise matrix (user-item, user-tag, tem-tag) is factorized in different latent spaces. FFM have recently been established as a state-of-the-art method for CTR prediction by learning the multi-field features. However, PITF handle the field features in dispersed matrix spaces, FFM lack detailed discussion on MF framework. In this section we provide a more comprehensive study of FMF on learning the latent relations between missing values of sparse matrix.
To explain how FMF works, we consider the following new example. As stated in Table 2 , we have three users and four movies. Each user or movie belongs to a related field. To make it easy to understand, each user/movie and field is marked with a number. (all the number are marked with different colors) Let's take user 1,2 and item 3,4 as example, if user 2 has rated item 3, then we have R 2,3 = U 2 V 3 , similarly, R 1,4 can be determined by U 1 and V 4 . Then, we have learned the latent vector U 2 (related to user 2) and latent vector V 3 (related to movie 3). In MF, the preference of user 2 for movie 3 can be predicted by dotting U 2 and V 3 . In this paper, if we consider the influence of field, the latent field-based vectors of user 2 and item 3 can be learned as U 2−1 and V 3−2 , where the yellow color 1 represent item 3's related field number and the red color 2 is user 2's related field number.
From the above, the rating value R ij that user i rated on item j can be learned by the following formula:
Where f i and fj are the related field of i and j respectively, U for a target user i, if we want to predict his preference about item j in field 1 one and m in filed 2, we only need to learn a single latent vector U i about user i. Note that MF neglect the influence of different filed. (2) However, for the same case, FMF will learn different latent vectors about user i according to different item's field. For a target item j, we can draw the same conclusion about the learned latent vector V j . Figure 1 illustrates the above differences intuitively. Then, we use the following formula as the loss function to learn the latent matrices U and V :
minimizing the loss function, which is min (i,j)∈ (•), will achieve the predicted missing ratings. The regularization term serves to reduce over-fitting. Finally, we can generate recommendations (top N or recommendation list) based on learning the missing ratings.
B. OPTIMIZATION
We use stochastic gradient descent to train model (3). For the target user i and item j, we set e i,j
can be computed as:
Along the gradient direction, the model can be optimized as:
where λ is the regularization parameter, η is the learning rate.
In the training process, we set the initial rating matrix R as input. Latent matrix U of user and latent matrix V of item can be treated as output. Pseudocode of Table 3 illustrates the proposed FMF model in this paper. 
C. DISCUSSION ABOUT EXTENSION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
In recent years, to alleviate the data sparsity problem and the cold-start problem, researchers propose some matrix factorization based recommendation methods fusing side information as extra regularization term, such as social relations among users and tag information, with rating data. The model function is given as:
Where is the traditional matrix factorization function with rating data. Regularization side information are fused social relations or some other side information. Formula (7) can improve the performance of the recommender systems further. In this paper, we propose a novel model to enhance the performance of (traditional MF) by learning field influence. However, as a basic and unified recommendation model, side information such as social relations also can be fused into FMF model. We briefly introduce how to extend FMF by fusing side information. The extended objective function is given as: (8) Choosing side information needs data support and is out of the scope of this paper, we remain it as a future research.
Note that object function (8) can also be minimized by gradient descent.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Our experiments are conducted on the MovieLens 1M dataset, which consists of 1,000,209 ratings (scale 1-5) assigned by 6040 users to a collection of 3900 items. Moreover, the users file contains demographic information about each user, for example, gender is denoted by a ''M'' for male and ''F'' for female, age is chosen from 7 ranges. Occupation can be chosen from 20 choices. The movies file contains 18 genres information about each movie. We select the top 5 occupation and genres from the initial datasets in order to ensure we can evaluate the model in different field with a big distinction. The statistics of data source is summarized in Table 3 .
A cross-validation technique will be used in the paper. We randomly select 90% of 1M as the training-sets to validate the performance of remaining (10% as test-sets). The random selection was carried out 5 times independently. Noting that we use latent feature dimension of 5, learning rate 0.01 and regularization parameter 0.005 in our implementation for FMF in all the experiments.
All tested models are implemented in MATLAB R2012a, and are tested on a PC Server with a 2.2 GHz CPU and 8 GB Memory.
B. MODELS FOR COMPARISON
In order to test the effectiveness of the proposed method, the following models will be used as the comparisons in the experiments.
MF: this model is proposed in [19] , which is the baseline model in this paper. All elements in MF are controlled by an additive updating rule. Field influence is not considered in this model. NMF: this model is proposed in [24] , all the predicted ratings are considered as an non-negative value. Different from the MF, this model has a multiplicative updating rule. Field influence is not considered in this model. FMF-1D: this model neglect the influence of field itself, then the predicted rating R ij will be learnt by:
FMF: a field aware model proposed in this paper.
C. METRICS
Generally, MF-based techniques learn latent features of users and items from the observed ratings in the user-item matrix, which are further used to predict unobserved ratings. The final purpose of predicting unobserved ratings of initial matrix is to generate a proper recommendation result according to the rating values. Traditional measures RMSE and MAE are employed to compute the rating prediction accuracy. However, high accuracy of rating prediction does not mean that the recommended result(top N recommendation or recommendation list) is accurate. Therefore,
We choose the evaluation metrics as Hit Ratio and Mean reciprocal rank(MRR), which are more sensitive to the result of ranked items. Hit Ratio and MRR can be computed as follows:
In Hit Ratio, T means a recommendation list generated by the proposed model form training sets, R means the real recommendation list in test sets. I * is a judgement function. If an item of T belongs to R, a hit happens. If we consider the order of recommendation list, Hit Ratio will be replaced by :
if an item of T belongs to R in the same position, a hit happens. Higher Hit Ratio value means higher prediction accuracy. MRR focus on the performance of the top one recommendation. In formula (11) , toprank(i) denotes the ranking position of the top one recommendation of user i's recommended list in the test sets. For example, if user i's top one recommendation is in the first position of test list, toprank() value will be 1, if user i's top one recommendation is in the nth position of test list, toprank() value will be n. Higher MRR value means higher prediction accuracy. In the experiment, the recommendation list size is set as 10.
D. RESULTS
Hit Ratio:
In this section, we will evaluate the prediction accuracy of each model under the following three conditions: 1. considering the order of recommendation list (evaluated by formula (10)); 2. the order of recommendation list is not considered (evaluated by formula (12)); 3. recommendation based on classification, each genres of movie will be recommended according to the rating values, then the recommendation list size is 5(there are five type of movies in the datasets)(evaluated by formula (12)). 1. Note that field aware model outperformances the traditional MF and NMF model. FMF achieves the best performance, because FMF learns all the related relations between fields (FMF-1D neglects the influence of field itself). As shown in Table 4 , FMF achieves a performance improvement of ca. 13.6% over MF, ca. 16.1% over NMF and ca. 9% over FMF-1D. Especially, FMF achieves performance improvement of ca. 64% over MF and ca.73% over NMF under the experimental conditions with that recommendation list size is 30. Table 5 states the comparison results of Hit Ratio in condition 2. Different from the result shown in Table 4 , if the order of recommendation list is not considered in the experiment. The hit ratio will increase as the recommendation list increases. FMF achieves the best performance compared with MF, NMF and FMF-1D, because field aware model learns all the related relations between fields (FMF-1D neglects the influence of field itself). As shown in Table 5 , FMF achieves a performance improvement of ca. 2% over MF, ca. 2.2% over NMF and ca.1.3% over FMF-1D. Table 6 states the comparison results of Hit Ratio in condition 3. In this condition, each type of movie is recommended one of the best, then the recommendation list size is 5. As shown in Table 6 , FMF achieves a performance improvement of ca. 9% over MF, ca. 8.9% over NMF and ca.8% over FMF-1D.
In conclusion, by learning the latent relations between fields, the proposed FMF model's improvement is significant for all the conditions. Table 7 states the comparison results of MRR. Note that FMF achieve the best performance compared with MF, NMF and FMF-1D. MRR value of FMF is 0.7039, which leads the performance improvement of ca. 1.6% over MF, ca. 2.3% over NMF and ca.0.6% over FMF-1D. We can get the same conclusion that by learning the latent relations between fields, the proposed FMF model is able to enhance the performance of preference prediction, especially when it is the top one recommendation.
MRR:
Stability of model learning: Figure 2 reports the stability of model learning on Hit Ratio and MRR. The comparative performance experiments of MF and FMF are carried out 10 times. Recommendation list size is set as 5 in this section. As shown in Figure 2 , the graphics lines of FMF are more smooth and steady than those of MF. Therefore, we can get the conclusion that, FMF has strong stability of model learning. By mining the latent relations between field, FMF achieves stable and correct prediction results. 
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have introduced the FMF, an MF-based approach that exploits a field aware technique in order to realize improvement over the performance of the state-of-the art matrix factorization techniques for the task of recommendation. In FMF, the interactions between user/item and field can be captured and learned in the latent vector space. We also provide optimization method to train the model. The experiments demonstrate that FMF outperforms traditional MF, significantly in most cases.We also analyze the stability of model by learning of FMF and find its achievements of stable and correct prediction results.
Future work involves the following direction. The proposed FMF approach, like most of the current CF recommendation algorithms, could be regarded as a vibrational recommendation approach. where the common evaluation metrics, root mean square error is not directly related to the final recommendation but related to rating prediction. Ranking related object function could be further exploited for improving recommendation performance by directly optimizing learn to rank evaluation metrics.
